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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Thank you very much for considering our manuscript BMWH-D-18-00388R” “Pathological profiles and clinical management challenges of breast cancer emerging in young women in Indonesia: a hospital-based study” for publication. We are very pleased about the overall positive evaluation of our manuscript (“potentially acceptable for publication”). We appreciate all comments raised by the reviewers and editors which provide us an opportunity to improve our manuscript. We thank for the offer to resubmit our revised version addressing all reviewer comments and suggestions. A point by point-reply describing all changes made in detail is included. The changes in the revised text are highlighted in blue.
Corrections to Technical comments:

1. Include the email addresses for all authors on the title page.
   Done as requested, please see Page 1

2. Please rename 'Introduction' heading to 'Background'.
   Done as requested, please see Page 4.

3. Please rename 'Material and Methods' heading to 'Methods'.
   Done as requested, please see Page 5.

4. Abbreviations.
   Done as requested, list of all abbreviations used in this manuscript has been included, please see page 13.

5. Please reformat your Declarations.
   Done as requested accordingly, please see page 14.

6. Please state clearly the role the funder(s) had in your study in the "funding" section of the declarations.
   Done as requested, please see page 14.

7. Co-author Darwito Darwito's initials and contributions are missing from the "authors' contributions"
   Initial of Darwito Darwito is ‘DD’ that has been included in the Author’s contribution. Originally, he has only one name ‘Darwito’ and we use both as first and family names.

8. Please remove duplicate tables in your manuscript file.
   Done as requested.

Editor Comments:

1. There are still some English errors
We have asked for proofreading of our revised manuscript by another native English speaker. Please find some corrections.

2. Repeats in the beginning of Discussion

We have edited first section of the Discussion part to remove some repeats.